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ED I TOR I A L

The brave newworld of pandemic resilience

1 | INTRODUCTION

While it is true that the Covid‐19 pandemic has affected our mere

existence in important ways, the extent of its impact and the

consequences of our strategies to mitigate its effects on our health,

wellbeing, economy, and so forth, is still unclear. Part of the reason

for this lack of clarity is the seemingly narrow focus in our response,

which prioritized Covid‐19 case numbers, hospitalizations, and

deaths as metrics of success (or failure) and privileged the expertise

of public health officials, healthcare professionals, and epidemiolo-

gists in formulating policy or in public discourse.1 While there may be

good reasons to focus on such metrics and expertise, we should be

mindful that they do not tell the whole story. As we will at some point

(soon) look at transitioning out of the pandemic and likely into an

endemic state, discussion will inevitably pivot to questions around

how to build systems and a society more resilient to infectious

diseases, such that we can avoid future pandemics or mitigate the

effects of those that cannot be avoided. We believe that resilience

must reflect a holistic view of society and not just healthcare systems

and outcomes from a specified infectious disease. In this editorial, we

highlight some issues that will need to be addressed if we are to learn

from our experience and build a society that is resilient to future

threats from infectious disease.

2 | WHAT DO WE MEAN BY
‘RESILIENCE ’?

If we are to talk of resilience, we must first define what we mean so

we can have a clear goal(s) of what we want to achieve. The concept

of resilience has been explored in several contexts, notably, in

healthcare, business, and psychiatry. A recent policy brief on health

systems resilience, issued by the European Observatory on Health

Systems and Policies in partnership with the World Health Organi-

zation (WHO), defines resilience ‘as the ability to prepare for, manage

(absorb, adapt and transform) and learn from shocks;’2 (p. 6). The

target of resilience is important here—if, for example, we were to

focus our attention on building resilient healthcare systems, to

achieve that we will also need resilience in other aspects of our so-

ciety; one lesson that we have learned is that without a functioning

economy or education system, the healthcare system will likely fail

over time (e.g., due to a shortage of resources or trained workers). In

other words, we must be careful to avoid being too narrow in our

focus when speaking of resilience. Sutcliffe and Vogus3 define resi-

lience as the ability to ‘absorb strain and preserve (or improve)

functioning despite the presence of adversity’ (p.96). The key here is

the definition of the term ‘functioning.’ During the Covid‐19 pan-

demic, discussion was narrowly focussed on functioning healthcare

systems. The ‘flatten the curve’ campaigns were meant to spread out

the severe infections over time with the goal of not overwhelming

(and collapsing) healthcare systems. As part of this campaign, children

were sent home from schools, businesses were closed or pivoted to

curb side or online sales, and people were pushed to isolating life-

styles. Certainly, education, commerce, and social interaction are part

of what many would consider a functioning society and so any talk of

resilience should be sensitive to the impact that mandates and

restrictions had on those who were affected.

There is also the question of who participates in how we

determine or define resilience. Involving nongovernmental stake-

holders, not only the healthcare workforce, but also civil society and

local communities would strengthen the response to an emergency

through the formulation of acceptable policies and interventions. In

turn, that would help build public trust in recommended emergency

measures and reach marginalized communities.4 It is difficult to see

how resilience can be achieved without buy‐in for policies by a wide

section of community stakeholders.

Resilience does not only refer to systems (organizations). Psy-

chiatry speaks of resilience from the perspective of the individual. For

example, in a review of the concept, Herrman et al.5 suggest that

‘fundamentally, resilience is understood as referring to positive

adaptation, or the ability to maintain or regain mental health, despite

experiencing adversity’ (p. 258). Certainly, the pandemic has been

challenging to the mental health of many, and while we hear talk of

that in media and from public health officials and clinicians, it is not

clear how mental health is weighed against Covid‐19 cases, hospi-

talizations, and deaths, for example, when determining our response,

or even what to do about it. If we are to speak of resilience, we

cannot ignore the individual.

There are no doubt other ways to define resilience. We do not

intend to review all of them here. What our examples illustrate is that

resilience is not unidimensional—it should be considered in light of the

whole experience of the person, institution, community, or society.

3 | WHAT WE (OUGHT TO) MEASURE
AND WHY?

One concern that has been raised throughout the Covid‐19 pandemic

is the lack and quality of information. As such, a focus of building

more resilient systems has been on improving our capacity to collect
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and share information. While information can be useful in avoiding or

mitigating the impact of a pandemic, developing policy in response to

spreading infection, and building systems and interventions to treat

the effects of being infected (and any collateral damage from our

response on other aspects of life), information is not a panacea, nor is

a lack of information necessarily an excuse for why our responses

and interventions are insufficient. We must first ask ourselves what

do we know? Did we know, as theWHO claimed on 29 March 20206,

that Covid‐19 was primarily spread by droplets (and was not air-

borne)? Was it correct to claim, as was done so in a 6 April 2020

report by the WHO that ‘there is currently no evidence that wearing

a mask (whether medical or other types) by healthy persons in the

wider community setting, including universal community masking,

can prevent them from infection’7? What kinds of information are we

lacking, and what kinds of information do we in fact need that would

have any material impact on our response? Is it important to know if

someone has Covid‐19, for example, if nothing can be done to treat

their symptoms and the person is already isolating (and thus, not

putting others at risk)? What if our public health policy response to

spreading infection will be the same no matter how many people are

in fact infected (e.g., wide‐scale lockdowns)? Would it matter in either

of these cases that we do not have a robust, valid, and reliable testing

and contact tracing infrastructure? Perhaps it will, but that should not

be assumed.

We have often heard appeals to the fact that Covid‐19 is a novel

virus and that there is much we do not know about it. A constant

reminder from public health officials that ‘the science is evolving,’8

has been deployed to urge the public to forgive those in charge for

their approach to dealing with the pandemic—if only they had more

evidence, data, and so forth, then we would not be in this mess. It is

true that we do not know much about this particular virus, but much

is known about coronaviruses. Much is known about infectious

disease. Much is known about how to mitigate transmission (e.g.,

quarantine, closing borders, and lockdowns were used in 14th cen-

tury Italy to combat infectious disease outbreaks9; masks are not a

new technology and have been used extensively in hospitals as a

method of infection control). We also have extensive knowledge of

the immune system, virology, and vaccination. In short, we were not

completely ignorant on what the impact of Covid‐19 might be and

what could be done about it.

None of this is to say that we did not lack information that could

otherwise have been helpful in optimizing outcomes. It is reasonable,

for example, that knowledge of who is getting infected, when, how,

and with whom they are in contact can be helpful in organizing a

public health response. As such, there is interest in developing more

robust tracking and monitoring systems. What is concerning is

the focus on only those metrics directly related to the virus (e.g.,

Covid‐19 infection, hospitalization, ICU admission, death), as we

suggested earlier. In focusing on those metrics, we are only looking at

one side of the ledger, so to speak. Closing schools has an impact on

mental and physical health of children, not to mention their academic

and social development, which may have long‐term effects on their

health and income (which may also affect their health).10 Closing

businesses can have similar effects, as poverty is highly related to

health outcomes, for example. Furthermore, closing schools and

businesses to in person gatherings can have a differential impact

among people in a community and likely widen already existing in-

equities. Studies have hinted at possible increases, likely due, in part,

to stresses of lockdown and the existential threat of infection, in

body mass11 (which, for example, may increase the incidence of heart

disease, vascular disease, and diabetes), alcohol intake (which may

lead to increases in cancer and heart disease),12,13 intimate partner

violence,14 mental health burden,15,16 and drug overdose17 over the

course of the pandemic. We also saw the delay or cancellation of

medical procedures18—what impact that may have on long‐term

outcomes for those patients is not yet clear. All of these (and more)

need to be considered if we are to make a proper assessment of the

net benefit (or harm) of our pandemic response. Knowledge of these

issues does not entail that our systems/society will be more resilient,

lending support to the idea that achieving resilience goes well beyond

possessing better information. What is needed are programs or

strategies to address these issues, which may be aided by knowledge

of who can benefit from care and for what. Information does not

guarantee access to these programs, and such programs can be built

with incomplete information.

4 | COMMUNICATION

Strategies to avoid a pandemic and mitigate the effects of those that

cannot be avoided require several levels of communication. We need

mechanisms and systems to communicate between governments

(and levels of government) information about the incidence and

spread of infectious disease. Scientists need to communicate im-

portant findings about the disease, and information about risk of

infection (and risks from infection). Public health interventions to

combat its spread and ill effects (e.g., correct use of face coverings,

vaccination, hygiene, lockdowns, etc.) needs to be shared with the

public. We have seen government officials and scientists engage

these issues through public channels, such as social media, conven-

tional media, preprint publication, and press conferences. The public‐

facing discourse has created several problems, sometimes attributed

to the need to communicate policy based on incomplete information.

Given the importance of communication on activating the public to

respond to a pandemic—many public health interventions require the

public be aware of their responsibilities, such as acquiring a vaccine

or wearing a face‐covering in public or avoiding contact with others—

a society that is resilient to stresses caused by pandemic needs

reliable and valid systems of communication. By reliable and valid, we

mean that the correct information is communicated and that it is

done so in a way that can be understood by the receiver and is not

misleading.19

Communication during this pandemic might be seen as subpar.

The strong resistance to some evidence‐based public health inter-

ventions by a not insignificant proportion of the population might

even suggest that communication has been inadequate. Not only
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were public health officials dealing with a pandemic of misinforma-

tion, but we also saw several people (often academic scientists or

physicians) brought to the forefront of the discussion who are not

experts in topics on which they were commenting (e.g., public health,

epidemiology, respiratory infection, immunology, virology, etc.).

There was also a bit of irony in the communication—the public were

often told that Covid‐19 was a novel infection and that there was so

much we did not know about it but then were also asked to trust the

speaker based on their expertise on the issue! Communication of

confusing or incorrect information can be counterproductive to

achieving resilience. Likewise, having stronger healthcare systems

and ample supply of medical‐grade face masks and effective vaccines

(resources that might be considered essential to achieve resilience)

does no good if government and public health officials cannot

effectively communicate to people the benefits of using them (or

worse, people get the impression that the speaker cannot be trusted

on account of what is perceived as them constantly changing the

message).

Even if the information that is being communicated is reliable and

valid, there are still issues of its content and the impact that has on

how the public responds. For example, many countries focused on a

few specific metrics, such as case incidence and prevalence, test

positivity rate, hospitalizations, and deaths. While these may be im-

portant metrics, they do not tell the whole story. Officials in many

countries, including our own (Canada), consistently warned against

the perils of a single case. With the onset of more infectious strains,

such as Omicron, for many jurisdictions the strategies to deal with

Covid‐19 will inevitably shift towards treating it as if it were endemic.

However, the public may still be primed to focus on metrics that were

communicated for a different purpose (i.e., a zero‐case strategy vs

endemic strategy) or do not carry the same evidentiary weight for

policy as they did in a different context (e.g., when caseloads are very

high a hospitalization case categorized as Covid‐19 might be

incidental—i.e., hospitalized ‘for’ Covid‐19 vs. ‘with’ Covid‐19). Thus,

it is important that when communicating a metric one also articulates

the thinking behind the use of that metric and how it relates to

context. What we are illustrating (we hope!) is that well‐intended

strategies of communication may have unintended detrimental ef-

fects. If we are to achieve resiliency, we need both to have ways to

assess and reflect on what is being communicated and its impact and

to change course without fear of undermining authority or expertise

on a matter. If we are not sensitive to such issues, we risk causing

additional strain on the public and our institutions, for example,

through loss of trust.

5 | ACCOUNTABILITY

Achieving resilience may require that we have responsible govern-

ment and that those entrusted with institutions that play an

important role in our ability to sustain functioning during a pandemic

(e.g., public health officials, healthcare professionals, researchers,

etc.) are working in the best interest of the defined goals of the

community. Were such stakeholders to act out of some other interest

or were failing in meeting their responsibilities, it is reasonable to

have concern that our ability to ‘absorb strain’ may be compromised.

The ability to hold people accountable may help to ensure that those

the public relies on are acting in the public’s interest.

Democratic societies have several mechanisms in place to hold

government officials accountable (e.g., elections). What is needed are

mechanisms to hold leaders accountable in the periods between election

cycles. It can be argued that the media can play an important role in

holding officials accountable by asking the correct questions and making

available a public record of actions. The extent to which this ecosystem is

successful is not our interest here, but it is important to note that its

success may be challenged by the influence of the state on media or the

desire of media to have access to public officials (or to satisfy advertisers).

It may not be enough that the public relies solely on media or opposition

parties (who both may have their own interests that are not necessarily

aligned with public good) to hold our government and institutional lea-

ders accountable. What may be needed is a mechanism for public input

on decisions that have significant influence on health, wellbeing, and

social life (including education and commerce), especially where the risks

associated with a policy (or lack of policy) can have significant negative

impacts on society in a way that cannot be reversed through elections (or

may be time‐sensitive such that one cannot wait for an election).

Scientists and healthcare professionals have played an important

role in the pandemic response and discourse. Traditionally, practi-

tioners of science were held accountable by peer review and the

broader scientific community, while healthcare professionals were

held accountable by their respective professional colleges. What

happens when it is not the individual that is behaving poorly, but it is

those institutions that are meant to hold their membership accoun-

table that are promoting an agenda (either consciously or sub-

consciously) that is not in the best interest of the public? What if the

community of scientists or professional colleges are not functioning

in their role of holding their membership accountable? Should we

simply rely on self governing of institutions or professions that have

significant influence over our communities? What may be needed is a

mechanism for public engagement, such that the public play a role in

ensuring accountability.20,21 However, simply providing opportunity

for the public (or media) to make inquiries may not be sufficient,

given the specialized knowledge that may be at issue—ensuring that

only those with appropriate expertise are in a position to inform

policy or communicate information to the public, and that they can

serve in that role without political influence or conflict of interest

may be equally (if not more) important. Thus, we must also build

appropriate and trustworthy systems of leadership for key stake-

holders that serve in roles that are not tied to election.

6 | RESOURCES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

It may go without saying that resilient systems need the resources

and infrastructure to ensure that the goals of the community can

continue to be met. In a pandemic, this need is not limited to
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healthcare resources, such as intensive care beds, mechanical

ventilators, vaccinations and antiviral therapies, and public health

resources, such as contact tracers and availability of a monitoring/

data‐sharing infrastructure. We also need resources to help those

who are displaced because of interventions (e.g., jobs lost due to

lockdowns), ensure eduction is not disrupted, bridge businesses to

alternative or temporary ways of commerce, and so forth. Our notion

of resilience should be more than having money available to put out

fires—it should include putting in place systems to pivot smoothly to

these alternative modes of living when called upon to do so. In other

words, we need to have the plan and capacity to pivot in place before

a pandemic is upon us.

This need to be proactive is not limited to keeping schools, hos-

pitals, and businesses open. The current pandemic should alert people

to issues caused by vaccine nationalism,22 hoarding of resources (e.g.,

food, personal protective equipment), interruptions in supply chains23

caused by sick workers, lack of consensus on border controls, and/or

vaccine mandates (among other causes), and so forth. We also saw

uneven and suboptimal distribution of available vaccines in many jur-

isdictions.22 These issues cause additional, and perhaps unnecessary

strain on institutions and the public, and systems to limit them will do

much to achieve resiliency. For example, implementing an infra-

structure to develop and manufacture vaccines and essential re-

sources/technologies locally (as opposed to relying on a single or few

sources, internationally) has the potential to mitigate some of the

problems for communities realized during the Covid‐19 pandemic. In-

ternational collaborations to describe the makeup of the virus, and

partnerships between public and private sectors, such as the Oxford/

AstraZeneca collaboration for a vaccine and Operation Warp Speed,24

show what can be done when a well‐coordinated, funded, and

concerted effort to solve a clearly defined problem is in place. Plans

(including contingency plans) for how to activate available resources,

ensure capacity to develop and distribute essential resources/services,

and coordinate efforts (locally and internationally) should be put in

place before a pandemic threatens our way of life.

7 | LEARNING FROM OUR EXPERIENCE

What is vitally important to building resiliency to pandemics is that we

learn from our past experience.25,26 However, if our past experience in

learning from a pandemic is a guide, then we might not have good

reason for optimism. For much of the first year of the pandemic, it

seemed that all policies were focused on eradication of the virus

through lockdowns and eventual vaccination. A simple look at the his-

torical record would show that we have successfully eradicated exactly

one infectious disease (smallpox) and it took 200 years after a vaccine

was developed to do so. Lockdowns and quarantines are temporary

measures to buy time to build capacity in the healthcare system, acti-

vate resources, and/or develop a vaccine that will minimize some of the

worse outcomes—the better prepared we are to do so, the less time we

could expect to spend in lockdowns, which means less strain on our

institutions/society (and as a result, more resilience is achieved).

Some countries have shown much more resilience than others

during this pandemic. It is instructive that these countries had ex-

perience with the 2002 SARS pandemic. Indeed, the countries or

regions that were most affected by SARS, in order from most cases/

deaths to fewest were China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Canada, Singapore,

and Vietnam. With the notable exception of Canada (which we will

highlight in a moment), these countries fared better, on most any

commonly used metric, with Covid‐19 than did many around the

world. A significant factor was the systems and strategies put in place

in the wake of the SARS pandemic (e.g., rapidly implemented (and

enforced) regional lockdowns and border controls, wide‐spread

testing and contact tracing, deployment of isolation centres and

Covid‐19 specific hospitals, cultural acceptance of face coverings in

public to mitigate transmission of respiratory infections). These sys-

tems were formally adopted in other regions around the world, but in

many cases the adoption was slow, incomplete, and change was met

with significant public resistance. Canada is an anomaly on this list.

After the SARS pandemic, both a report issued by Naylor et al.27 and

a judicial committee inquiry by Campbell et al.28 highlighted several

lessons from SARS and issued a blueprint to promote resilience to

future pandemics. These reports also highlighted that many of the

failures during SARS were the result of a lack of commitment to

public health by successive governments leading up to 2002, lending

support to the notion that the impact of a pandemic can be minimized

with prudent planning. Little change was made after the reports were

made available (in fact, one might argue that the country continued

the same course of resource cuts and neglect that led to the failure

during SARS in the first place). The experience of countries impacted

by SARS was available to other countries and yet much of the world

(including Canada) seemed to be caught off guard with Covid‐19. It is

difficult to see how resilience can be achieved without learning from

experience. We need time (and the members of our institutions) to

reflect on experiences from the past, and mechanisms and political

will for the implementation of solutions. This learning from experi-

ence is not limited to past pandemics—much can be learned in the

midst of a crisis.

8 | DEALING WITH CRISIS AND HAVING
THE ABILITY TO CHANGE COURSE

Barton et al. claim that ‘when situations are volatile, unpredictable

and complex, we can get so engrossed in the action that we do not

notice small indicators that new problems are emerging or that the

situation has changed so that our assumptions no longer hold’29 (p.1).

Certainly, our response to the pandemic has brought with it several

unintended consequences and has highlighted underlying concerns

related to the structure of our societies. It does us no good to stick

with a plan in light of new information or collateral damage that may

point to the need for a new direction in our response. However, that

requires we avoid groupthink and narrow focus. It may have been

acceptable early in the pandemic to be preoccupied with case num-

bers, but over time it has become inexcusable to ignore the rest of
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society (e.g., there are many ways to die or be harmed during

a pandemic).

Resilience is not ‘limited to recovery, picking up the pieces after a

crisis has occurred’ and recovering the old normal29 (p.1). It is also

about recognizing the cracks in our systems and working proactively

to change these systems so that necessary systems/mechanisms/

collaborations/infrastructure are in place for a new normal. Reducing

strain and preserving function of our institutions and society, which

will hopefully lead to better health and wellbeing for the community,

may require the ability to change course on our metrics, plans, and so

forth, amid dealing with the crisis. All of this starts with clearly ar-

ticulated goals that are agreed upon by members of the community

according to some commonly accepted framework by members of

that community (e.g., democratically), and a process to change those

goals if the current ones not longer suit the community. As men-

tioned earlier, this can be facilitated by systems of accountability.

Ultimately, resilience may be best achieved through a generally

healthier population. As is the case with past pandemics, the severity

and impact of Covid‐19 was worse for those with significant co-

morbidities, such as obesity, diabetes, and immunodeficiency brought

on by other conditions (or therapies to treat those conditions). We also

saw worse outcomes among those who suffer from inequities due to

race, gender, income, geography, and so forth.30 It can be said rea-

sonably that some of the strategies to mitigate the pandemic intensified

these inequities, resulting in further strain that is counterproductive to

achieving resilience. Equity is an important concept in public health

discourse. A fairer society may be the path to a more resilient one.
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